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Abstract

Photolysis of water-soluble components inside cloud droplets by ultraviolet/visible ra-
diation may play an important role in atmospheric chemistry. Two earlier studies have
suggested that the the actinic flux and hence the photolysis frequency within spheri-
cal droplets is enhanced relative to that in the surrounding air, but have given differ-5

ent values for this enhancement. Here, we reconcile these discrepancies by noting
slight errors in both studies that, when corrected, lead to consistent results. Madronich
(1987) examined the geometric (large droplet) limit and concluded that refraction leads
to an enhancement factor, averaged over all incident directions, of 1.56. However,
the physically relevant quantity is the enhancement of the average actinic flux (rather10

than the average enhancement factor) which we show here to be 1.26 in the geometric
limit. Ruggaber et al. (1997) used Mie theory to derive energy density enhancements
slightly larger than 2 for typical droplet sizes, and applied these directly to the calcu-
lation of photolysis rates. However, the physically relevant quantity is the actinic flux
(rather than the energy density) which is obtained by dividing the energy density by15

the index of refraction of water, 1.33. Thus, the Mie-predicted enhancement for typical
cloud droplet sizes is in the range 1.5, only coincidentally in agreement with the value
originally given by Madronich. We also investigated the influence of resonances in the
actinic flux enhancement. These narrow spikes which are resolved only by very high
resolution calculations are orders of magnitude higher than the intermediate values but20

contribute only little to the actinic flux enhancement when averaged over droplet size
distributions.

1. Introduction

Photolysis inside cloud droplets may be important for atmospheric chemistry (Chamei-
des and Davis, 1982; Lelieveld and Crutzen, 1991; Jacob, 2000). According to Jacob25

(2000), heterogeneous chemistry involving reactions in aerosol particles and cloud
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droplets may affect ozone concentrations in a number of ways including production and
loss of HOx and NOx, direct loss of ozone, and production of halogen radicals. Photol-
ysis frequencies are determined by the actinic flux F0 (Madronich, 1987). Clouds and
aerosols are known to alter the actinic flux by scattering and absorption (Madronich,
1987; Ruggaber et al., 1994; Mayer et al., 1998). Close to the cloud top large enhance-5

ments may be found while deeper into and below the cloud the actinic flux is usually re-
duced. An additional effect occurs for photolytic reactions of chemical species present
in cloud water droplets: here the actinic flux is additionally altered due to refraction and
diffraction. This paper addresses exclusively the droplet effect.

Several estimates of actinic fluxes within droplets have been reported in the literature.10

Graedel and Goldberg (1983) multiplied the gas phase actinic flux by 0.9 to account
for loss by reflection at the air-water interface. Madronich (1987) showed that in the
geometric limit of large droplets, the initial reflections are compensated by multiple
internal reflections, and an overall enhancement in actinic flux would be expected due
to refractive increases in photon pathlengths. Bott and Zdunkowski (1987) used exact15

Mie theory to show that the time-averaged electromagnetic energy within dielectric
spheres is enhanced by slightly more than 2, with much higher values at multiple but
narrow resonances. Ruggaber et al. (1997) applied the results of Bott and Zdunkowski
(1987) to estimate photolysis coefficients for droplet size distribution representative of
several different type of clouds, and again found a factor of ca. 2 enhancement relative20

to interstitial air, with negligible contributions from the resonances.
Here, we re-examine this issue by re-evaluating the studies of Madronich (1987) and

Ruggaber et al. (1997) and resolve the apparent discrepancy between their results.
We show that, due to an unfortunate error in the calculation, the geometric optics
result of Madronich (1987) is too high (1.56 instead of 1.26). Ruggaber et al. (1997)25

assumed that the actinic flux is the product of the energy density u and the speed of
light in vacuum, c0. However, the latter assumption is not correct. E.g. Chandrasekhar
(1950) and Lenoble (1993) show that the actinic flux F is the product of the energy
density u and the velocity c of light, but the relevant quantity is the speed of light in the
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medium, c = c0/n, where n is the index of refraction of the medium. Consequently, the
enhancement of the actinic flux inside a droplet is the ratio of energy densities inside
and outside the droplet divided by the index of refraction of the medium. The values
found by Ruggaber et al. (1997) have therefore to be divided by the index of refraction
of water, 1.33, when applied to the calculation of photolysis frequencies. Here we5

demonstrate that geometrical optics and Mie calculations agree perfectly well in the
limit of large particles taking into account both corrections.

In the following section, results of the geometrical optics calculation are compared
to rigorous Mie theory. The relevance for the application of the results by Ruggaber
et al. (1997) is discussed in the conclusions. Appendix A explains the relationship10

between the actinic flux and other radiative quantities, in particular the energy density
u which is crucial for our investigation. In Appendix B the geometrical optics calculation
is presented in full detail.

2. Calculations

The actinic flux F0 is defined as the integral of the radiance L(θ,φ) over the full solid15

angle 4π:

F0 =
∫
4π

L(θ,φ)dΩ. (1)

Appendix A explains how the actinic flux is related to other quantities of the radiation
field, in particular the energy density u:

u =
1
c
F0, (2)20

where c is the speed of light in the medium. Due to the interaction between radiation
and matter, the actinic flux inside a droplet differs from the unperturbed case. The
actinic flux enhancement in a droplet can be either derived from the ratio of energy
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densities inside and outside the droplet as by Ruggaber et al. (1997). Here we use a
different but equivalent approach based on the absorption efficiency Qabs. To calculate
the enhancement of the actinic flux inside a droplet, we compare the average actinic
flux in the medium to the actinic flux in the absence of the droplet. As both internal and
external electromagnetic fields are perturbed by the presence of a droplet, we adopt5

the terms F0,perturbed for the actinic flux inside the medium and F0,unperturbed for the field
in absence of the droplet.

The radiant power absorbed by a droplet, dWabs
dt , can be expressed using the absorp-

tion efficiency Qabs = σabs/πr
2 where σabs is the absorption cross section and πr2 is

the geometrical cross section of the droplet:10

dWabs

dt
=
∫
Lunperturbed(θ,φ) ·Qabs · πr2dΩ

= F0,unperturbed ·Qabs · πr2, (3)

where F0,unperturbed is the incident actinic flux and πr2 is the geometric cross section of
the droplet with radius r . Another approach is to express the influence of the medium
on the radiation field by introducing a perturbed actinic flux, F0,perturbed, and looking at15

individual absorbers:

dWabs

dt
= F0,perturbed · N · σabs, (4)

where N is the number of absorbing molecules in the droplet, σabs is the absorption
cross section of an individual absorbing molecule, and F0,perturbed is the average actinic
flux inside the droplet. Without loss of generality we assume there is only one absorb-20

ing species. Combining Eqs. (3) and (4) the actinic flux enhancement η is calculated
as

η =
F0,perturbed

F0,unperturbed
=

Qabs · πr
2

N · σabs
. (5)
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In the following, the absorption efficiency Qabs is approximated in the geometrical optics
limit and calculated using rigorous Mie theory.

2.1. Geometrical optics

In the geometrical optics limit, individual light rays are considered independently. This
approach can of course only be applied to droplets that are large compared to the5

wavelength of the radiation. The absorption of radiation is calculated by tracing the
radiation on individual paths through the droplet and summing all contributions, see
Fig. 1.

In Appendix B, the geometric optics approximation is described in detail. A numerical
solution is provided for arbitrary absorption, and it is shown that in the limit of small10

absorption, kabs · r � 1, the actinic flux enhancement can be evaluated analytically to
yield

η = n2 ·
[

1 −
(

1 − 1

n2

)3/2
]
. (6)

In the case of water, the index of refraction n varies between 1.35 at 300 nm and 1.33
at 800 nm (Hale and Querry, 1973) with negligible temperature dependence between15

−10 and 50◦C (Harvey et al., 1998). For a value of 1.33 the corresponding actinic flux
enhancement is 1.26. Figure 2 shows the actinic flux enhancement as a function of the
product kabs ·r . Up to kabs ·r = 10−3 absorption can obviously be neglected. For a typical
cloud droplet size of 10µm, this corresponds to an absorption coefficient of kabs =
100 m−1, a large number. Pure water at 305 nm has an absorption coefficient of about20

0.3 m−1, see also Fig. 4 and Eq. (8). In addition, absorption due to dissolved molecules
has to be considered, e.g. ozone. According to Yin et al. (2001), the concentration of
ozone is in Henry’s law equilibrium and can hence be calculated by

nO3,liq = HO3
· pO3

= 1.8 · 1011cm−3, (7)
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where nO3,liq is the ozone concentration in the liquid phase, H = 1.1·10−7mol·kg−1 ·P a−1

is Henry’s law constant for ozone (Kosak-Channing and Helz, 1983), and pO3
= 2.7 ·

10−3 Pa is the partial pressure of ozone in the boundary layer of the US standard
atmosphere. At a wavelength of 305 nm where the maximum of the contribution to the
O(1D) photolysis frequency usually occurs, the absorption cross section of ozone is5

σ = 2 ·10−19 cm2; together with the above calculated nO3,liq this results in an absorption

coefficient of kabs = nO3,liq ·σ = 3.6 ·10−6m−1 which is seven orders of magnitude below
the limiting value. Hence, absorption by pure water itself as well as by the dissolved
component may be safely ignored for the calculation of ultraviolet actinic fluxes in cloud
water droplets.10

Madronich (1987) also calculated the enhancement of the actinic flux inside a water
droplet in Sect. 3.3 of his paper. The four assumptions presented there are correct, as
is the enhancement factor for any incident ray. However, at the end Madronich (1987)
averages the enhancement factor over all incident rays, while the physically relevant
quantity is the ratio of the perturbed and unperturbed actinic fluxes, each individually15

averaged. If this modification is introduced in the last step of Madronich’s calculations,
the final result is in agreement with the geometric limit found here Eq. (6). The correct
calculation is presented in Appendix B.

2.2. Mie calculations

Calculations for droplets which are not much larger than the wavelength of the radi-20

ation require application of rigorous Mie theory. In order to calculate the actinic flux
enhancement inside water droplets, two different Mie programs were employed, MIEV
(Wiscombe, 1979, 1980) and BHMIE (Bohren and Huffman, 1983). Both programs
provide the absorption efficiency Qabs, which is used to infer the actinic flux enhance-
ment η according to Eq. (5). Introducing the imaginary part of the refractive index nim25
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(Lenoble, 1993)

nim =
kabs · λ

4π
(8)

into (5) and remembering that kabs = N/V ·σabs where N/V is the absorber density, the
actinic flux enhancement evaluates to

η =
3Qabs

8x nim
, (9)

5

where x = 2πr/λ is the size parameter. Comparing this result with Eq. (16) of Bott and
Zdunkowski (1987),

uperturbed

uunperturbed
= n ·

3Qabs

8x nim
(10)

it becomes clear that the ratio of energy densities has to be divided by the real part of
the refractive index of the medium, n, in order to get the ratio of actinic fluxes. Thus, the10

photolysis enhancements reported by Ruggaber et al. (1997), while for the most part
correct, should be divided by the index of refraction of water. In practice, this reduces
their stated enhancement from about a factor of 2 to ca. 1.5, in coincidental agreement
with the original value proposed by Madronich but substantially higher than the actual
geometrical limit of 1.26.15

Figure 3 shows the enhancement of the actinic flux, derived from a calculation of
the absorption efficiency Qabs with MIEV, according to Eq. (9). The imaginary index of
refraction was set to a very small value of 10−9 which is a reasonable lower boundary
for pure water in the wavelength region we are interested in, see Fig. 4.

Figure 3 is a little hard to interpret, due to the limited resolution of the human eye.20

Looking more closely one would find that the curve generally is close to the lower
envelope, and that the blackened area is caused by thousands of individual spikes, so-
called resonances. Figure 5 shows as an example a particular resonance which has
been investigated in detail by Ray and Bhanti (1997).
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This figure has been simulated with MIEV, and the exact coincidence of the location
of resonance with the value reported by Ray and Bhanti (1997) gives us confidence that
MIEV captures this subtle feature correctly. The step width for the MIEV calculation was
10−7 which is obviously enough to resolve the peak. If a larger value would have been
chosen for the step width, part of the peak would have been missed. Please note that5

the peak height in this case is 4.5 · 104 which is four orders of magnitude higher than
the lower envelope of the curve (assuming a realistic imaginary index of refraction of
10−9). Such resonances might therefore have the potential to increase the actinic flux
and therefore the absorption in water droplets significantly. To illustrate the relevance
of the spikes we averaged the actinic flux enhancement over size parameter intervals10

of width 1 (bottom plot in Fig. 3). Here it is obvious that the resonances might increase
the actinic flux enhancement somewhat but, for our purposes, not significantly. Figure 5
also illustrates that the amplitude of the resonances decreases rapidly with increasing
absorption.

A question of particular interest is if the resonances cause problems in lower res-15

olution calculations where the small spikes are not adequately resolved. With a step
size of 10−7 years of computational time would be required on a modern PC to calcu-
late a curve like the top plot in Fig. 3, even with the fast MIEV code (the calculation
was done on a multi-processor Linux cluster). Therefore, much lower resolutions are
usually chosen. To study the influence of the resolution, we calculated the actinic flux20

enhancement with different step widths, 10−7, 10−6, 10−5, and 10−4 and integrated
those over size parameter intervals of width 1. Figure 6 shows the ratio of the results
for different resolutions.

We call the high-resolution result the “true value” because the resolution is high
enough to fully resolve the peak. For a step width of 10−6, the difference to the true25

result is smaller than ±5%. For 10−5 the difference increases and for 10−4 a clear
pattern arises: In most intervals the enhancement is underestimated because one
or more resonances are missed by the low resolution calculation. In some intervals
large over-estimation occurs (up to a factor of 1.8); here the low-resolution calculation
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accidentally hits a peak which is then “smeared out” over an interval of 10−4 and there-
fore contributes more than it should. On average over the whole range both effects
practically cancel (the average ratio over the whole size parameter range is 0.99984)
although locally large differences exist. For typical droplet size distributions (see e.g.
Mayer et al., 2004), however, rather high resolution is required which confirms the re-5

sults of Ruggaber et al. (1997). To some degree, spikes might be excluded using the
SPIKE parameter provided by MIEV, see (Wiscombe, 1979) for more information.

Figure 3 clearly demonstrates that the Mie calculation approaches the geometrical
optics limit for large size parameters, but only slowly. In particular, the average en-
hancement for size parameters between 1000 and 10 000 is 1.287 (for all four step10

widths, 10−4, 10−5, 10−6, and 10−7). This is only 2% higher than the geometrical op-
tics result of 1.26 calculated according to Eq. 9. As a final check we calculated the
same quantities with BHMIE and found an average enhancement of 1.328 which is 5%
higher than the geometrical optics limit. A typical radius for cloud droplets is 10 µm,
corresponding to a size parameter of 157 at 400 nm. At x = 157, an enhancement of15

1.54 is found which is close to the value reported by Ruggaber et al. (1997), if the latter
is corrected with the refractive index. Interestingly, this value is very close to the 1.565
which Madronich (1987) erroneously calculated. The actual geometrical optics results,
1.26, is about 20% lower.

3. Conclusions20

The enhancement of the actinic flux inside water droplets was calculated using Mie
theory and also evaluated in the geometrical optics limit. We found that the exact so-
lution converges toward the geometrical optics limit for large size parameters and thus
provides consistent solutions with both methods. For the application of photolysis fre-
quencies in water clouds, the droplet size is typically 10 µm while relevant wavelengths25

are between 300 and 600 nm, resulting in size parameters of about 100–200. In this
range the enhancement factor is about 1.5 which is significantly larger than the geo-
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metric limit of 1.26. The maximum enhancement, ≈1.7, occurs for somewhat smaller
droplets (size parameter 10–100), and can fall below the geometric limit for size pa-
rameters smaller than unity (e.g. fine aerosols). Hence it is suggested to use exact
Mie theory to avoid systematic errors in the calculation as it has been done by Rug-
gaber et al. (1994), whose results, however, have to be divided by the refractive index5

of water, 1.33.
Resonant spikes may cause actinic flux enhancements of 10 000 and more for cer-

tain size parameters. MIEV correctly calculates these spikes. However, when averaged
over realistic droplet size distributions, these spikes contribute only little to the actinic
flux enhancement of the ensemble and can therefore be safely neglected. But still, the10

size distribution needs to be sampled at very high resolution to avoid noise introduced
by spikes which are accidentally hit in a low-resolution calculation.

As already indicated by Ruggaber et al. (1997), inhomogeneous distribution of the
absorber inside the droplet may have an influence on this result. Few studies are avail-
able on this subject. Ray and Bhanti (1997) allowed inhomogeneous distributions of15

the absorber in the droplet, but their calculations were made for very special (resonant)
conditions. Such effects, however, are beyond the scope of this paper.

Appendix A: The actinic flux

The basic quantity to describe a radiation field is the spectral radiance L which is the
radiant energy dW in the wavelength interval dλ that crosses the area dA ·cosΘ during20

the time dt into solid angle dΩ:

L =
dW

dt · dλ · dA cosΘ · dΩ
. (11)

Θ is the angle between the normal to the area dA and the direction (θ, φ) and dA cosΘ
is the projection of dA normal to the direction of the radiation. The net flux F is defined
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as the net energy dW which crosses an area element dA in the time dt:

F =
dW

dt · dλ · dA
. (12)

Combining (12) and (11) we find for the net flux through a given area element dA

F =
∫
4π

L(θ,φ) · cosΘdΩ, (13)

where Θ is again the the angle between the area normal and the radiance direction.5

Note that the net flux is simply the difference between the incoming and outgoing irra-
diances. For later calculations we also need the net flux vector F whose components
are defined as

Fx,y,z =
∫
4π

L(θ,φ) · (s · ex,y,z)dΩ, (14)

where s is a unit vector with direction (θ, φ) and ex,y,z are the unity vectors in the x, y ,10

and z directions.
In contrast to the net flux, the actinic flux F0 is defined as the integral of the radiance

over 4π:

F0 =
∫
4π

L(θ,φ)dΩ. (15)

To see the usefulness of this quantity we need the radiative transfer equation (Chan-15

drasekhar, 1950),

dL
ds

= −kext · L +
ksca

4π

∫
4π

p(θ′, φ′, θ,φ)L(θ′, φ′)dΩ′, (16)

where kext is the extinction coefficient, ksca is the scattering coefficient, and
p(θ′, φ′, θ,φ) is the scattering phase function which is the probability that radiation
coming from direction (θ′, φ′) is scattered into direction (θ, φ), normalized to 4π. The20
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first term on the right side is the extinction of radiation while the second describes the
scattering of radiation into the direction s. Please note that Eq. (16) neither includes
thermal emission nor inelastic scattering. Both can be safely neglected in the calcula-
tion of photolysis frequencies. The left side of Eq. (16) is a directional derivative which
can also be written as s · ∇ where s is a unit vector. Integrating Eq. (16) over the solid5

angle dΩ we get∫
4π

s · ∇LdΩ = −kext ·
∫
4π

LdΩ +

ksca

4π

∫
4π

L(θ′, φ′)
∫
4π

p(θ′, φ′, θ,φ)dΩ dΩ′. (17)

The left side evaluates to∫
4π

s · ∇LdΩ =
∫
4π

(
sx

∂L
∂x

+ sy
∂L
∂y

+ sz
∂L
∂z

)
dΩ =

10

=
∂
∂x

∫
4π

L · (s · ex)dΩ +
∂
∂y

∫
4π

L · (s · ey )dΩ +

∂
∂z

∫
4π

L · (s · ez)dΩ = ∇F ,

while the integral of the phase function on the right side of Eq. (17) simply gives 4π.
Combining these, we find

∇F = −(kext − ksca) ·
∫
4π

LdΩ = −kabs · F0. (18)
15

Hence, the actinic flux is the divergence of the next flux divided by the absorption
coefficient. If we recall the meaning of the divergence using Gauss’ theorem,∫
V
∇F dV =

∫
∂V

F · ndA, (19)
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we find that ∇F equals the net energy per unit time that enters the volume V because
the right side of Eq. (19) is the net energy transported across the volume boundary
∂V . Under steady state conditions, this number must equal the absorption, for which
reason the absorbed radiant power can be expressed as

dWabs

dt · dλ · dV
= −∇F = kabs · F0.5

If we divide by the photon energy hc
λ and the absorber density nabs, and integrate over

wavelength, we find

jabs =
∫

kabs

nabs
·
F0

hc
λ

dλ =
∫
σabs ·

F0

hc
λ

dλ,

where jabs is the number of photons absorbed per unit time by a single absorber
molecule and σabs is the absorption cross section of the individual molecule. Please10

note that F0/
hc
λ is simply the actinic flux expressed in photons/(m2 nm s). Introducing

the quantum yield Φ which gives the propability that a certain reaction will actually
happen once a photon is absorbed, we finally find:

j =
∫
σabs ·Φ · F0/

hc
λ

dλ, (20)

where j is the photolysis frequency. This is again the well-known formula used to15

calculate photolysis frequencies (Madronich, 1987). Equation (20) can of course be
applied to individual reactions by using absorption cross section and quantum yield for
specific molecules, while for the determination of the actinic flux in Eq. (18) the total
absorption coefficient is the relevant quantity.

As a last step, we want to relate the actinic flux F0 to the energy density u of the20

radiation field:

u =
dW

dλ · dV
. (21)
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For this purpose, consider a cylinder with cross section dA and length dl , with the
radiation entering perpendicular to the front face. The energy that enters the cylinder
is

dW = L · dA · dΩ · dt, (22)

where dt is the time required to traverse the cylinder with dt = dl/c where c is the5

speed of light in the medium. On the other hand, according to Eq. (21) the energy can
also be expressed as

dW = du · dV = du · dA · dl, (23)

where du is the energy density caused by radiation into the solid angle element dΩ.
Combining Eqs. (22) and (23) we find10

du =
1
c
· L · dΩ. (24)

The latter holds for any direction. The total energy density is calculated by integrating
over solid angle,

u =
1
c

∫
4π

L · dΩ =
1
c
F0. (25)

From this calculation it is obvious that c is the speed of light in the medium, rather than15

in vacuum.

Appendix B: Absorption efficiency of a droplet in the geometrical optics limit

In the following, we calculate the absorption by a sphere with given refractive index in
the geometrical optics limit. In particular, the absorbed radiant power is calculated by
tracing the path of the radiation through the sphere, as outlined in Fig. 1. The total20

absorved radiant power is calculated by integrating this quantity over the cross section
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of the sphere and over the full solid angle 4π. For this calculation it is assumed that the
incident radiance L0(θ,φ) is constant over the volume of the sphere.

The angles α and β are related by Snell’s law of refraction

sinα = n · sinβ. (26)

At each interface, a fraction R of the incident radiation is reflected, where R is defined5

by Fresnel’s equations (Kerker, 1969):

R =
1
2

[(
sin(α − β)

sin(α + β)

)2

+
(

tan(α − β)

tan(α + β)

)2
]
. (27)

R is the same for entering and exiting the medium and is valid in this form for unpolar-
ized radiation.

Due to the spherical symmetry, the incident radiation stays in one and the same10

plane through the center of the sphere, and the incidence angle β of reflection at the
inner wall of the droplet is the same for all consecutive reflections. In consequence,
the reflection coefficient R is the same for all reflections, see Fig. 1. The fraction of
radiance initially transmitted into the sphere is

L1 = Lunperturbed · (1 − R), (28)15

where R is the reflection coefficient according to Eq. (27).
Along each path fragment between two successive reflections, i and i + 1, the radi-

ance is reduced by a factor R · exp(−kabs · l ) where l is the length of the path fragment:

Li+1 = Li · R · exp(−kabs · l ), (29)

where Li+1 is the radiance immediately after the i’th reflection. R considers the reflec-20

tion at the surface and the exponential factor considers the absorption according to
Lambert-Beer’s law. The length of the path fragment l is a function of the angle β:

l (β) = 2r
√

1 − sin2 β. (30)
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In consequence, along each path fragment i a fraction

1 − exp(−kabs · l ) (31)

of the initial radiance Li is absorbed. To calculate the fraction fabs of the radiance
absorbed along the infinite path, the sum over all path fragments is calculated, using
(28), (29), and (31)5

fabs · Lunperturbed =
∞∑
i=1

Li · [1 − exp(−kabs · l )]

= Lunperturbed · (1 − R) · [1 − exp(−kabs · l )]

·
∞∑
i=1

[R · exp(−kabs · l )]i−1.

The last term is obviously a geometrical series which can be written in closed form to
finally give10

fabs =
(1 − R) · [1 − exp(−kabs · l )]

1 − R · exp(−kabs · l )
. (32)

The total absorbed radiant power is calculated by integrating over the cross section A
of the sphere and over solid angle:

dWabs

dt
=

∫
4π

∫
A
Lunperturbed(θ,φ) fabs dAdΩ

=
∫
A
fabs

∫
4π

Lunperturbed(θ,φ)dΩdA
15

= F0,unperturbed ·
∫
A
fabs dA. (33)

The integral over the circular cross section is evaluated as follows:∫
A
fabs dA =

∫ r

0

∫ 2π

0
fabs(ρ)ρdρ = 2π

∫ r

0
fabs(ρ)ρdρ
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= 2π r2
∫ 1

0
fabs(ξ) ξ dξ (34)

with the substitution ξ = ρ/r = sinα.
Using Eq. (3), the absorption efficiency can be calculated by

Qabs =
1

πr2

∫
fabs dA. (35)

Combining all equations, the absorption efficiency is5

Qabs = 2
∫ 1

0

[1 − R(ξ)] ·
[
1 − exp[−kabs · l (ξ)]

]
1 − R(ξ) · exp[−kabs · l (ξ)]

ξ dξ. (36)

R(ξ) is the reflection coefficient according to Eq. (27), and l (ξ) = 2r
√

1 − ξ2

n2 is the
length of a single path fragment between two reflections according to (30). Except
for a factor of 2 and a missing square (which is clearly a typographical error) this is
equivalent to Eq. (6) of Bohren and Barkstrom (1974) whose final results, Eqs. (9),10

(10), and (11) agree with our findings. (36) can be evaluated numerically. However, in
the special case of small absorption, kabs · r � 1, fabs can be replaced by its first order
Taylor expansion in kabs:

fabs ≈ l (ξ) · kabs (37)

and the integral can be evaluated analytically to yield15

Qabs =
4
3
rkabsn

2 ·
[

1 −
(

1 − 1

n2

)3/2
]
. (38)

Introducing the definition of the actinic flux enhancement η in Eqs. (5), (38) evaluates
finally to

η =
Qabs · πr

2

kabs · V
= n2 ·

[
1 −

(
1 − 1

n2

)3/2
]
. (39)
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This is in agreement with Eq. (9) of Bohren and Barkstrom (1974), as indicated above.
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Radius, r

Volume, V = 4 / 3 r
3

Index of refraction, n

Number of absorbing Molecules, N

Absorption cross section, abs

Absorption coefficient,
kabs = N abs / V = 3N abs / (4 r

3
)

Wavelength,

Size parameter, x = 2 r /

Fig. 1. Schematics of a droplet. In the geometrical optics limit, the radiation is traced along
individual paths which are considered independent. Refraction is described by Snell’s law and
reflection follows Fresnel’s equations.
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Fig. 2. Actinic flux enhancement as a function of the absorption coeffient kabs in the geometrical
optics limit.
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Fig. 3. (Top) Mie calculation of the actinic flux enhancement with MIEV and geometrical optics
result. The upper x-axis shows the corresponding droplet radius for a wavelength of 400 nm.
(Bottom) Same data, but averaged over size parameter bins of width 1.
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Fig. 4. Imaginary refractive index of water as provided by REFWAT (Wiscombe, 1994) and
taken from Hale and Querry (1973).
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Fig. 6. Ratio of the actinic flux enhancement, calculated with different size parameter resolu-
tions. (Top) step width 10−6 compared to step width 10−7; (middle) step width 10−5 compared
to step width 10−7; (bottom) step width 10−4 compared to step width 10−7.
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